In perfusion experiments, the hydraulic conductance of stem segments (K xylem ) responds to changes in the properties of the perfusate, such as the ionic strength (I c ), pH, and cationic identity. We review the experimental and theoretical work on this phenomenon. We then proceed to explore the hypothesis that electrokinetic effects in the bordered pit membrane (BPM) contribute to this response. In particular, we develop a model based on electroviscosity in which hydraulic conductance of an electrically charged porous membrane varies with the properties of the electrolyte. We use standard electrokinetic theory, coupled with measurements of electrokinetic properties of plant materials from the literature, to determine how the conductance of BPMs, and therefore K xylem , may change due to electroviscosity. We predict a nonmonotonic variation of K xylem with I c with a maximum reduction of 18%. We explore how this reduction depends on the characteristics of the sap and features of the BPM, such as pore size, density of chargeable sites, and their dissociation constant. Our predictions are consistent with changes in K xylem observed for physiological values of sap I c and pH. We conclude that electroviscosity is likely responsible, at least partially, for the electrolyte dependence of conductance through pits and that electroviscosity may be strong enough to play an important role in other transport processes in xylem. We conclude by proposing experiments to differentiate the impact of electroviscosity on K xylem from that of other proposed mechanisms.
During transpiration, sap flows along a gradient in water potential through the vascular conduits of xylem (Fig. 1A) , moving both axially through tracheids and vessel elements of macroscopic cross section (10-700 mm in diameter) and transversally through intertracheid and intervessel structures known as bordered pits (Fig. 1 , B-D; Bailey, 1916) . In this vascular network, pits can contribute more than 50% of xylem's total hydraulic resistance Choat et al., 2006) . Pits in angiosperms comprise a nanoporous membrane, the bordered pit membrane (BPM), enclosed by a channel that connects two xylem vessels. This membrane is formed from the primary cell wall and intervening middle lamella (Zwieniecki and Holbrook, 2000) and is covered by a matrix of thin, plaque-like material of unknown composition (Pesacreta et al., 2005; Fig. 1, C and D) . Pits redistribute flux to bypass immature vessels in young shoots (Halis et al., 2011) and local emboli ( Fig. 1B ; Tyree and Ewers, 1991) and function as valves between adjacent vessels, allowing the passage of sap while preventing the spread of embolisms (Konrad and RothNebelsick, 2005; Choat et al., 2008; Jansen et al., 2009) and pathogens (Roper et al., 2007) . Pit characteristics also play a role in poorly understood phenomena, such as how embolisms spread between vessels (Christman et al., 2012) and how vessels are actively refilled, i.e. during transpiration (Tyree et al., 1999) . Although pits are ubiquitous, it is hard to study their characteristics directly because of their small size; therefore, indirect methods such as stem perfusion experiments are often used.
The Ionic Effect: BPM-Mediated Response of Xylem Conductance to Sap Composition
Experiments over the previous three decades have challenged the view that xylem forms an inert conduit whose structure solely determines its sap-carrying characteristics; these experiments have provided clues as to the structure and possible functions of pits in regulating flow. The conductance of xylem (K xylem ) has been shown to change rapidly in response to changes in the composition of sap. To the best of our knowledge, Zimmermann (1978) first reported this phenomenon. In a study on stem segments of sugar maple (Acer saccharum), he found that K xylem decreased . 50% upon initial perfusion with distilled water and returned to its original value upon perfusion with tap water or upon reversal of direction of flow. More recent studies using well-defined aqueous solutions confirm that K xylem may vary in response to changes in fluid ionic strength (I c ; van Ieperen et al., 2000; Zwieniecki et al., 2001; López-Portillo et al., 2005; Pittermann et al., 2005; Wheeler et al., 2005; Choat et al., 2006; Hacke et al., 2006; Domec et al., 2007; Nardini et al., 2007; Aasamaa and Sõber, 2010) , composition with respect to specific cations (van Ieperen et al., 2000; Zwieniecki et al., 2001; Gascó et al., 2006) , pH (Zwieniecki et al., 2001) , and concentration of proteins and polysaccharides (Neumann et al., 2010) . Further studies indicate that the magnitude (Van Meeteren et al., 1999; Zwieniecki et al., 2001 ) and direction (van Ieperen et al., 2000; Cochard et al., 2010) of the change in K xylem depend on the species studied and the range of I c considered. Here, we refer to this overall phenomenon as the "ionic effect." In Laurus nobilis, perfusion experiments through segments with and without passages through pits suggest that these changes are mediated by pits (Zwieniecki et al., 2001) .
Although experiments on stem segments clearly show the ionic effect, questions remain as to whether it occurs in planta as well as its possible physiological role and its mechanism. Studies suggest that plants may exploit the ionic effect to regulate K xylem actively by exchanging ions between xylem and phloem (Zwieniecki et al., 2004) , a mechanism that may help maintain flow in the presence of emboli (Trifilò et al., 2008) . Still, concerns exist that the ionic effect may be an experimental artifact due to the use of deionized water, an artificial fluid devoid of ions normally present in sap (van Ieperen and van Gelder, 2006; van Ieperen, 2007) . This fluid can permanently decrease K xylem in stem segments and decrease fresh weight in cut flowers (Van Meeteren et al., 1999) .
Notwithstanding whether the ionic effect occurs in vivo, here, we explore why it happens and what it reveals about the structure and function of pits. Two mechanisms have been proposed to explain it: (1) the swelling and shrinking of hydrogels within the BPM, and (2) electroviscosity in the pores of the BPM.
Current Models of Flow Regulation through BPMs
BPM Swelling-Shrinking Hypothesis Zimmermann (1978) suggested that the ionic effect could be caused by the swelling or shrinking of hydrogels covering the surface of BPM pores. Swelling could decrease the size of pores traversing the BPM, thus decreasing the pit conductance (K) and, therefore, K xylem as well (Figs. 1D and 2A) . This swelling-shrinking behavior of the BPM was later attributed to the Donnan effect that describes changes in the hydration status of polyelectrolytic gels (e.g. pectin; Cochard et al., 2010) . At low I c , polyelectrolyte gels swell because of the long-range repulsion between bound charges. In the architecture suggested in Figures 1D and 2 , this swelling could reduce the effective hydrodynamic radii of pores in the BPM (Figs. 1D and 2A) , decreasing K. At high I c , polyelectrolyte gels collapse because ions in the fluid screen the bound charges and reduce the distance over which their mutual repulsion acts; this shrinking could increase the effective pore radius (Fig. 2B) , increasing K. This model can also explain the observed response to pH: At high pH, the number of charged groups in the gel increases because more bound acids deprotonate, the gel swells, and K decreases; at low pH, the acids are neutralized, the gel collapses, and K increases. Lee et al. (2012) observed a swelling-shrinking response to changes of ionic strength on individual BPMs of tobacco plants (Nicotiana tabacum) using an atomic force microscope. We note, though, that based on their observations, they suggest an alternative architecture to the one shown in Figure 2 : Rather than gel lining the pores in the membrane, they suggest a layer of gel on the surface of the membrane. We are not aware of a simple explanation for how the swelling of the gel in this alternative architecture would affect the conductance of the membrane.
The gel-swelling hypothesis is incompatible with some observations. First, in some species, K xylem has been observed to decrease as I c increases (Cochard et al., 2010) , a behavior opposite of that predicted. Second, various studies question whether pectin hydrogels actually exist in the BPM, as reviewed by van Doorn et al. (2011) . Third, uncertainties about the distribution of the gels within the membrane make it difficult to predict how swelling should impact conductance (Lee et al., 2012) . These arguments suggest that we may need to invoke other phenomena to explain the ionic effect.
Electrokinetic Flow Model
Under equivalent conditions, liquid flow through an electrically charged channel is always less than flow through an uncharged one (Rice and Whitehead, 1965 ). This effect is often called the electroviscous effect, or electroviscosity, because the viscosity of the fluid appears to increase. In reality, electroviscosity is an electrokinetic effect in which ions in the fluid cause the observed decrease in conductance (Kirby, 2010) . Electroviscosity occurs as follows: (1) When submerged in water, most materials develop a net ionic charge on their surface due to the exchange of ions with the solution; (2) this surface charge then attracts counterions from the liquid and creates a layer of mobile net electric charge in the fluid near the surface (called the Debye layer [DL] ); (3) finally, the ions in this layer produce a drag on the uncharged fluid flowing through the channel and decrease the overall flow for a given pressure drop (see "Theory" for detailed description). The strength of this drag depends mainly on two parameters: the electric potential, or voltage, at the surface (usually called the zeta potential, z), and the I c of the fluid. Stronger potentials produce more drag, while an increased I c may increase or decrease drag, depending on the ratio between channel size and DL thickness at the particular I c .
Several observations suggest electroviscosity could be important in the BPM. Measurements show that materials believed to line the BPM surface, such as pectin and lignin (Lee et al., 2012) , present moderate to large electric potentials (Table I) , though we note there is much controversy as to the presence of noncellulosic components in the BPM (O'Brien and Thimann, 1967; O'Brien, 1970; Choat et al., 2008) . Nonetheless, this conclusion is supported by measurements of streaming potentials in xylem, a related electrokinetic phenomenon (Kirby, 2010) that occurs when pressure-driven flow in a charged channel convects ions and creates an electrical potential difference between the ends of the channel (Stamm, 1926; Tyree and Fensom, 1968; Tyree and Zimmermann, 1971) . Previous researchers have mentioned electroviscosity as a possible explanation for the ionic effect Nardini et al., 2011) . For instance, van Doorn et al. (2011) proposed an analysis of electroviscosity in BPMs. We believe that the analysis of van Doorn et al. errs in its treatment of the electrokinetic processes that lead to electroviscosity by assuming the Debye layer is immobile. As we will show (see Fig. 6 ), their predictions are qualitatively correct at high I c but strongly overpredict the decrease in flow due to electroviscosity.
Motivation and Overview
The purpose of this article is to develop a complete model of electroviscosity in the BPM and ask if this mechanism can explain the available experimental observations of the ionic effect. Specifically, we ask: Is electroviscosity consistent with the observed response of K xylem to I c , pH, and ionic identity of the sap? To answer this question, we model electrokinetic effects in an idealized model of the BPM and examine how the properties of sap affect the conductance of individual pores in the BPM. We model the pore surface as presenting a number of chemically identical chargeable sites per unit area (G), where these sites may dissociate and become Figure 2 . Hydrogel hypothesis as proposed by Zwieniecki et al. (2001) . A, When deionized water (I c;low ) flows through a BPM pore, the pectin layer swells, decreasing both the effective pore radius (a water ) and the overall conductance. B, When an ionic solution flows, e.g. KCl (I c;high ), the pectin layer shrinks, increasing both the effective pore radius (a salt . a water ) and the overall hydraulic conductance. [See online article for color version of this figure. ] Stamm (1926) a Values shown are for materials processed in acidic or basic solutions at elevated temperatures; these processes likely increase z over its value in vivo. We did not find experimental data on z for these materials in unprocessed conditions. In this study, we take the materials sugar beet pectin and xylem to represent the upper and lower bounds on the magnitude of the surface potential in vivo.
electrically charged. A surface with a larger G will thus develop a larger net charge and produce stronger electroviscosity. We calculate G for two materials that represent the low and high end of reported values of z for plant materials: cellulose fiber (z = 215 mV, G low = 6,900/mm 2 ) and sugar beet (Beta vulgaris) pectin (z = 260 mV, G high = 120,000/mm 2 ; see Table I ). Regardless of their presence in the BPM, these two materials cover an expected range of electroviscosity in the BPM: from weak effects (cellulose) to strong effects (pectin).
Subsequently, we assume that the BPM presents the limiting hydraulic resistance in xylem Choat et al., 2006) , such that K xylem %K, and compare our predictions with experimental measurements from the literature. Our results thus represent the maximum decrease in K xylem expected due to electroviscosity, for cellulose and pectin individually; experimental results above this threshold cannot be explained by electroviscosity. This analysis suggests that electroviscosity would produce similar changes in K xylem in the physiological range of composition of the sap as those predicted by the swelling-shrinking hydrogel hypothesis. Therefore, we propose various experiments that could differentiate between these two phenomena in the BPM. We conclude by discussing the possible implications of electrokinetic effects, if they are important in plants, for the management of flow and refilling of embolisms in xylem.
Theory
This section presents a brief overview of electrokinetic phenomena implicated in the hypothesis of electroviscosity in xylem. We explain how surfaces develop electric charge in water and how this charge affects the fluid. Subsequently, we introduce four interrelated electrokinetic phenomena: electroosmosis, electroviscosity, streaming current, and streaming potential.
Surface Electric Charge and Potential
Solid surfaces in aqueous solution usually develop net electric charge (Fig. 3 ). At equilibrium with solution, chargeable sites exchange ions with the fluid and may produce an excess electric charge on the surface (q'' [C/m 2 ]). For instance, carboxylic acids present in certain plant materials are chargeable sites: They are more likely to lose a proton and become negatively charged (COOH → COO 2 + H + ) as the fluid pH rises above their dissociation constant (pK a %3.5). For simplicity, we model a surface as having only one type of chargeable site, a corresponding pK a and a density of chargeable sites per unit area G (m 22 ), as shown in Figure 3 . On such a surface, the surface charge density is proportional to the number of sites that have liberated a proton (G A 2 [m 22 ]) and their charge (2e):
where e ¼ 1:6022 Ã 10 219 C is the elementary charge (Behrens and Grier, 2001 ). The specific magnitude of q'' thus depends on the number of ions that dissociate and is a function of the properties of both the surface and the fluid. For all else equal, a surface with more chargeable sites will have higher surface charge density. Similarly, an increase in pH will increase q'' for acid groups, since more chargeable sites will deprotonate and G A 2 will increase. A charged surface attracts counterions from solution. It creates a layer of net ionic charge, the DL, and a corresponding electric potential in the fluid ( ]) and decreases in solution I c . Its thickness is given by:
is Faraday's constant, and R ¼ 8:314 J mol 21 K 21 is the universal gas constant (Kirby, 2010) . For example, at room temperature, l%10 nm for I c ¼ 1 mM, and l%1 nm for I c ¼ 100 mM. 
As with r e , the potential w is largest near the surface and decreases to 0 over the length l. The potential (Kirby, 2010) :
where the coefficients x ij (members of the electrokinetic matrix) capture the interplay between the surface and fluid properties and are derived in "Materials and Methods." When an electric field is applied between the ends of a charged channel, it drives the ions in the DL across the channel; these charges drag neutral fluid molecules and create net fluid flow (DP ¼ 0 in Eqs. 4 and 5). This effect is known as electroosmosis. Conversely, when a pressure gradient is applied, it creates a net fluid flow; this flow convects the charges in the DL and creates a flow of electrical current known as the streaming current (DV ¼ 0 in Eqs. 4 and 5). If there exists an electrical path between the ends of the channel, distinct from the ionic path created by the electrolyte that fills the channel, then the convection of charge by pressure-driven flow will lead to a net streaming current. If there is no electrical path between the ends, then the charges convected by pressure-driven flow will accumulate downstream and produce an electric potential (DV). This potential, called the streaming potential, drives an ionic current against the convection such that there will be no net ionic current (I = 0 in Eqs. 4 and 5).
Electroviscosity Figure 4 presents the interplay of these electrokinetic processes in defining the electroviscosity: As fluid flows through a charged channel without a closed electrical circuit, the resulting streaming potential decreases the permeability of the channel, K. Macroscopically, the channel appears to present a lower K than predicted by Hagen-Poiseuille for the radius of the conduit and the viscosity of the fluid. From Equations 4 and 5, setting I ¼ 0, the net volumetric flow in a cylindrical channel, taking into account electroviscosity, is given by:
In Equation 6, we can identify K as:
The maximum conductance (K 0 ), which occurs in an uncharged channel (z ¼ 0), is given by the HagenPoiseuille equation for a cylinder:
where a is the cylinder radius. Dividing Equation 7 by Equation 8, the conductance of a charged channel relative to an uncharged one is:
We will use the ratio in Equation 9 as a measure of the magnitude of electroviscosity in the channel. If there is no surface charge, the relative conductance, K=K 0 , is one.
We use standard electrokinetic theory (Kirby, 2010) to calculate the electrokinetic coefficients, x ij . One important note is that we account for the dependence of z on the properties of the fluid (pH, I c , and T), the properties of the surface material (pK a and G), and the radius of the channel (Behrens and Grier, 2001 ). This calculation is necessary because the value of z strongly influences the magnitude of electrokinetic effects, and, as will be seen in the results, z varies substantially with the fluid and surface properties and channel radius.
RESULTS
We now exploit the model described in the previous section to explore the ionic effect on flow through a BPM pore. We discuss the dependence of K on I c , pH, G, a, and ionic identity. We then compare these Figure 4 . Electroviscosity. Pressure-driven flow (1) sweeps cations in the Debye layer (gray region; 2) and creates a buildup of positive charges at the distal end of the pore (3). Accumulated positive charges produce an electric field (E) that drives an ionic current, I, opposite to the direction of pressure-driven flow (4). These charges drag fluid molecules as they move, creating an opposing electroosmotic flow (5) and decreasing net forward flow through the pore (6). [See online article for color version of this figure. ] predictions with experimental measurements from the literature. In the "Discussion," we use these predictions to propose experiments and further comparisons with data from the literature.
Conductance as a Function of Ionic Strength, Density of Chargeable Sites, and Pore Size
With our model, we first explore how conductance varies as a function of I c for the high and low limits of the expected density of acid groups on the walls of the pore (G) and for various pore sizes. We use the properties of a simple, one-to-one electrolyte (KCl) previously exploited in many experiments (van Ieperen et al., 2000; Cochard et al., 2010) . Figure 5 presents our predictions for relative conductance (K=K 0 ), surface potential (z), and convected current as a function of I c . These results are shown for both materials with G high (Fig. 5A ) and G low ( Fig. 5B) and pores of radii of 1, 5, and 10 nm; these radii cover the range reported from colloidal gold perfusion studies (Choat et al., 2003; Pérez-Donoso et al., 2010) . We note the following: The higher density of chargeable sites (G high ) leads to larger variations in conductance with I c (Fig. 5A ) than does the lower density (G low ; Fig. 5B ), and K=K 0 varies nonmonotonically for both cases with minima the depths of which grow with increasing radius and positions of which move to lower I c with increasing pore radius. Although, in general, K=K 0 varies nonmonotonically with I c , it increases monotonically with I c in the physiological range of I c (2-50 mM; Schurr and Schulze, 1995; Herdel et al., 2001; Siebrecht et al., 2003) for the larger pore sizes.
In looking for insights into this behavior, we first turn to the surface potential (Fig. 5, second row) . This potential shows much weaker dependence on the density of surface charge than does K=K 0 , and it grows monotonically with decreasing ionic strength. On the other hand, the variations of convected current ("2" in Fig. 4 ) mirror those of the electroviscous decrease in conductance and thus help elucidate its origins (Fig. 5,  bottom row) . First, for G high , the net charge in the DL is higher such that more charge is convected with the pressure-driven flow than for G low ; the convection of more charge leads to a stronger electroviscous drag. At sufficiently large I c , the DL is more densely charged but very thin, such that little charge is convected. Furthermore, at high I c , the electrical conductance of the solution increases to the point that it significantly reduces the streaming potential (i.e. it acts as a short circuit). At low I c , the DL is thick compared with the radius of the pore (l . . a) but contains a sparse distribution of charge: The flow convects little charge and produces minimal electroviscous resistance. The minimum of conductance and the maximum of convected current occur when the thickness of the DL is approximately equal to the pore radius (l%a).
Comparison with Experiments: Conductance versus Ionic Strength
We now compare our theoretical predictions with experimental data from the literature. By assuming that bordered pits form the limiting hydraulic resistance in xylem, such that K=K 0 %K xylem =K 0 xylem , we calculate the maximum decrease in K xylem expected due to electroviscosity. Figure 6 presents our predictions for K=K 0 of BPM pores with G high and G low , alongside theoretical predictions by van Doorn et al. (2011) and data from experimental studies. Measurements shown are for angiosperms for studies in which K xylem was measured across a range of I c . We selected representative data from each reference (given in caption). We begin by remarking that the model by van Doorn et al. (2011) (black dash-dot line) qualitatively captures the drop in K xylem with decreasing I c that was observed in some studies but predicts a larger drop in K=K 0 than observed experimentally for I c , 10 mM. Our model (black solid line for G low and black dashed line for G high ) also captures this decrease of K xylem with decreasing I c across the physiological range, consistent with the results of van Doorn et al. Indeed, within this range, the trend reported for L. nobilis (purple triangles; Zwieniecki et al., 2001) , Dendranthema 3 grandiflorum Tzvelev (Chrysanthemum) (red squares; van Ieperen et al., 2000) , and Quercus robur (green circles, Aasamaa and Sõber, 2010) are compatible in both trend and magnitude with our predictions, given a value of G between G high and G low . These experimental studies are reviewed by Nardini et al. (2011) , where 28 out of 35 experiments on different species, made by various research groups, show a response that falls within, or close to, our predicted range (K xylem =K In all of these cases, the reported responses were significantly larger than we predict based on electroviscosity.
Our model can also explain the three distinct responses of K xylem , increase, decrease, and no effect, to an increase in I c reported in the literature (Cochard et al., 2010) . Consider a hypothetical BPM with the characteristics of G high in Figure 6 : An increase from 2 mM ("b" in the figure) to 10 mM KCl ("c") produces an increase in K xylem , a change from deionized water ("a") to 10 mM KCl ("c") produces no difference in K xylem , and an increase in I c from deionized water ("a") to a 2 mM KCl solution ("b") produces a decrease in K xylem .
Conductance as a Function of pH and Ionic Strength
The hydraulic conductance of xylem has been shown to increase in response to a decrease in pH of the perfusing solution (Zwieniecki et al., 2001) . We find that electroviscosity presents a similar behavior: Conductance is maximum at low pH and decreases to a minimum for pH . 7 (Fig. 7) . For a ¼ 10 nm and G high , this minimum is K=K 0 %0:82. The surface potential follows an opposite trend: It is near 0 at low pH but saturates to its maximum value at pH . 7 (Fig. 7) . As the pH is increased, surface chargeable sites deprotonate, producing a larger z, a denser ionic layer, and a stronger electroviscous decrease in K. This effect is pronounced at low pH, yet for in vivo values of I c (1 and 10 mM) and pH (5.8-8; Marschner, 1995) , changes in pH produce only small changes in K=K 0 (approximately 2%). These predictions are qualitatively consistent with experiments but are too small to explain the large responses observed experimentally. For example, in the study by Zwieniecki et al. (2001) , K xylem at pH ¼ 7:5 was 75% of its value at pH ¼ 2:5. 
Conductance as a Function of Ion Identity and Ionic Strength
The identity of ions in the sap in perfusion experiments has been shown to affect K xylem (van Ieperen et al., 2000; Zwieniecki et al., 2001; Gascó et al., 2006) . We now examine this behavior from an electrokinetic perspective. We look at how both the electrophoretic mobility (m) and valence of ions in the electrolyte affect K. Figure 8 shows K=K 0 versus I c for a solution with various monovalent (Fig. 8A) or divalent (Fig. 8B) cations. As before, K=K 0 shows a nonmonotonic relationship with I c . Conductance is higher for cations with larger mobility, yet is nearly independent of anion mobility or valence. Due to the negative surface charge, cations outnumber anions in the solution within the pore; therefore, the overall electrical conductivity of the solution, and its influence on electroviscous drag, is largely determined by the characteristics of the cations. Cations with larger mobilities increase the solution electrical conductivity and thus decrease both the streaming potential and the electroviscous drag. For instance, K=K 0 for a solution of LiCl is lower than K=K 0 for a solution of KCl at all values of
. Divalent cations (Fig. 8B) show a similar trend to that of monovalent cations (Fig. 8A ), but K is minimum below I c , 2 mM. These predictions, that higher mobility ions decrease flow more, have been reported in some studies, while others report no effect. In L. nobilis, perfusion of a 100 mM KCl solution increased flow by 35% over deionized water, whereas 100 mM NaCl increased flow by only 22% (Gascó et al., 2006) , where m K þ . m Na þ . By contrast, a study in Chrysanthemum reported negligible difference in K xylem between solutions of 10 mM KCl, NaCl, K 2 SO 4 , MgSO 4 , and CaCl 2 (van Ieperen et al., 2000) . Regardless of the ionic identity, in the physiologically relevant range, K increases with an increase in I c for the pore size (10 nm) and pH (7) chosen in our model.
DISCUSSION
Our comparisons with available measurements indicate that electroviscosity is compatible with the qualitative trends of most studies in the physiological range of I c and pH and shows reasonable quantitative agreement with some experiments. Outside this range, experimental reports diverge both qualitatively (monotonic versus nonmonotonic) and quantitatively; thus, we cannot draw any definitive conclusions regarding their compatibility with our predictions. We hypothesize various reasons for these discrepancies: experimental artifacts, model idealizations, and competing effects.
Two experimental artifacts may exaggerate the ionic effect. First, wounding responses in perfusion experiments (i.e. from cutting or perforating the stem) may gradually obstruct xylem vessels with parenchyma cell outgrowth and secretions (Sun et al., 2008) , producing an exaggerated decrease in K xylem . Second, various published experiments use deionized water as a baseline measurement of K xylem ; this fluid has an I c far below plant sap and may cause an exaggerated ionic effect unlikely to exist in vivo (van Ieperen, 2007) . Because it lacks dissolved ions, deionized water purges naturally 
(see Table II ). Anion mobilities have negligible effect on K.
[See online article for color version of this figure.] present ions from the xylem surface and promotes deprotonation; consequently, its perfusion may increase the surface charge and z, thus producing stronger electroviscosity, lower K, than predicted by our model of constant surface composition. This removal of ions could explain why K xylem continues to decrease over time as deionized water is perfused through stems (Zimmermann, 1978; Zwieniecki et al., 2001; Cochard et al., 2010) , and the pH of this solution is higher upon exiting the stem (Gascó et al., 2008) . On the other hand, K xylem stabilizes when a solution with higher I c (5-10 mM KCl; Zimmermann, 1978) or low pH (Sperry et al., 1988 ) is used. In a charged channel, a solution with large I c does not strip ions from the walls to the same extent, and thus keeps z constant; a solution with low pH discourages deprotonation and thus lowers z, eliminating the electroviscous resistance. In both circumstances, flow is stable, close to its maximum value. In our analysis, the pores of the BPM are modeled as rigid, perfect cylinders, but this geometry may not accurately represent the complex and variable structure of the BPM. First, a recent study that imaged a BPM using atomic force microscopy suggests that a BPM may be better modeled as a bundle of fibers, the surface of which is covered with a layer of gel (Lee et al., 2012) . This distinct architecture (i.e. from that depicted in Fig. 1D ) could change the magnitude and dependence of electroviscosity on ionic strength. Second, studies suggest that theoretical calculations tend to underpredict the magnitude of electroviscosity in porous media (Huisman et al., 2000) . Third, our analysis predicts that large surface potentials are created at low I c (Fig. 5) . In a real system, this potential would cause the pore walls to repel each other and therefore increase the overall pore size (van Doorn et al., 2011) , an effect not accounted for in our model.
We cannot exclude the possible role played by other mechanisms in defining the observed trends. In particular, the hypothesis of gel swelling (Fig. 2) could lead to the same trends in the physiological range and increase the overall ionic response. For instance, pectin could show both strong electroviscosity and hydrogel swelling. Conductance might then be influenced by a combination of these effects.
Proposed Experiments
Exploiting our theoretical predictions, we now propose three experiments, the outcomes of which should be either compatible or incompatible with an electrokinetic origin of the ionic effect. In these experiments, we propose changes in parameters that should not affect the hydration state of hydrogels such that the presence or absence of changes in the ionic effect could be attributed to electroviscosity and not to swelling of hydrogels. We aim to decrease electroviscosity by varying the following parameters: (1) the viscosity of the DL, (2) the electrophoretic mobility of the cations, and (3) the streaming potential. According to Figures 5  and 7 , electroviscosity produces the greatest decrease in flow at pH . 6 and I c approximately 2 to 3 mM; therefore, these experiments should be performed in this range to produce the strongest response.
(1) Perfuse a stem segment with a 2 mM KCl solution at constant pressure until flow rate stabilizes. At this point, change the solution to 2 mM KCl with 0.4 weight percent methylcellulose. Experiments in synthetic channels indicate that methylcellulose increases the viscosity near the channel surface and consequently reduces both the amount of charge convected and the electroviscous resistance (Hjertén, 1967) . Although the overall viscosity of the fluid increases, flow rate should increase if the reduced conductance is due to electroviscosity. Methylcellulose is a neutral molecule, so it will not change the ionic strength of the fluid and should not affect the swelling of hydrogels in the BPM.
(2) Perfuse a stem segment with a 2 mM LiCl solution at constant pressure until flow rate stabilizes. At this point, change the solution to 2 mM KCl. The electrophoretic mobility of K + is larger than that of Li + ; therefore, the KCl solution is more conductive, produces a weaker streaming potential, and should increase flow rate. From Figure 8A , we predict that K KCl . K NaCl . K LiCl for any given I c and that flow rate should be independent of the identity of anions in solution. This cation-dependent conductance has been shown previously in synthetic systems (Huisman et al., 2000) . Cations with larger valence, e.g. Ca 2+ and La 3+ , 3 ; in equilibrium I c ¼ 0:002 mM (Butler, 1982) .
b Representative value of pK a for a carboxylic acid. may confound the results because of their larger tendency to bind to the surface (Kirby and Hasselbrink, 2004) .
(3) Perfuse a stem segment with a 2 mM KCl solution at constant pressure until flow rate stabilizes. At this point, create an electrical short circuit in the segment by providing an external electrical path through which the convected charges return to the source reservoir. Because charges can flow freely through the external conductive path, there should be little streaming potential in the stem segment, the electroviscous resistance should diminish, and flow should increase. This short circuit is used in the microfluidics literature to measure the streaming current by forcing the streaming potential to be 0 (DV = 0 in Eq. 4; Werner et al., 2001) . We note that complete elimination of the streaming potential is challenging due to the polarization of the electrodes, but any observed increase in flow with addition of this external electrical path would provide evidence that electroviscosity is at least partially responsible for the reduction of flow.
Ecophysical Implications
Our analysis suggests that plants may use several mechanisms to enhance sap transport through BPMs in an active manner, possibly in response to emboli. First, by locally increasing the sap's I c in the physiologically relevant range of 2 to 20 mM, conductance through the BPM could increase by up to 15% (Fig. 5) . This increase could occur if voltage-gated ion channels such as outward K + rectifiers released K + from adjacent cells, thereby increasing K + concentration locally in the sap. Similarly, Ca 2+ could be released into the xylem by calcium-permeable channels that are activated by plasma membrane depolarization (Buchanan et al., 2000) . Second, plants may be able to alter the ionic composition of sap to increase conductance through the pore (Figs. 5 and  7 ). This increase might be accomplished by selective ion loading into pits from adjacent parenchyma cells or via coupling to the phloem. Evidence from stem perfusion studies highlights the importance of BPM to ion-mediated flow; these studies suggest that plants may be able to alter the ionic composition of sap to mitigate the decreased conductance resulting from embolisms (Gascó et al., 2006) . This mechanism would allow plants to maintain sap transport capacity and, consequently, photosynthesis, during prolonged drought conditions.
As BPM surfaces may be electrically charged, the various electrokinetic effects discussed in the theory section may play a role in other plant functions. For instance, changes in flow upon embolization may lead to changes in distributions of streaming potentials around embolized vessels and serve to trigger refilling (Zwieniecki and Holbrook, 2009; Secchi and Zwieniecki, 2012) . Take a typical BPM that is 130-nm thick and 5 mm in diameter (Schmid and Machado, 1968) , with 10-nm pores and 0.5 porosity. Assuming sap with I c ¼ 1 mM KCl, a pressure drop of 100 Pa across this BPM (Gregory and Petty, 1973) produces a flow rate of approximately 0.1 pL/s and a streaming potential of 8 mV in our model (Eqs. 4 and 5). The local change in this streaming potential upon embolization might be sufficient to trigger a refilling program in adjacent parenchymal cells. We also note that, if plants could generate a small electric field across the pit (e.g. based on active membrane processes in adjacent parenchymal cells), it would create electroosmotic flow across the BPM, an effect that could be used to drive sap back into embolized vessels. The possibility that electric potentials in plants may generate flow has been previously proposed for phloem sieve plates as a way to drive water flow through the xylem network (Fensom, 1957; Spanner, 1958; Spanner, 1979) . Taking the previously discussed scenario, a modest 10-mV voltage difference across a BPM would create a flow rate of approximately 50 pL/s; this flow could refill a typical xylem segment (Hacke et al., 2006) in 1 min to 33 h. We further note that this refilling mechanism could change the constraints on models of vessel refilling previously proposed (Zwieniecki and Holbrook, 2009) .
CONCLUSION
This study presents a rigorous model of the ionic effect based on electrokinetic processes in the BPM. Comparisons of the predictions of this model with available experimental data show qualitative agreement in the physiological range of I c and pH. The large quantitative differences in experimental measurements across species and the lack of exact, species-dependent knowledge of the properties (pore size, structure, and surface chemistry) of BPMs make it impossible to test this proposed mechanism definitively. Future experiments should aim at the thorough characterization of each species of interest and employ manipulations that specifically affect the physical basis of a given hypothetical mechanism (e.g. electrokinetic or swelling of hydrogels). We suggest three such experiments to test the electrokinetic hypothesis. We emphasize that more than one mechanism may underlie the observed behavior. Finally, we point to the possibility that electrokinetic effects described by our model may be involved in other processes within the xylem, distinct from the ionic effect. We hope that this exposition on possible electrokinetic processes in xylem may help in the development of clear, testable hypotheses for the operation of these phenomena in planta.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
In this article, we develop a model of the BPM to investigate how electroviscosity may influence the membrane's hydraulic conductance (K). The BPM hydraulically connects two adjacent vessels, transporting sap through its irregular network of pores. Two models have been proposed for the structure of the membrane: (1) as a permeable gel through which sap diffuses (Lee et al., 2012) or (2) as traversed by a number of discrete pores through which sap flows (Zwieniecki et al., 2001 ; Fig. 1D ). We take perspective (2) and idealize the BPM as comprised of many identical, straight, rigid, cylindrical pores through which sap is driven by a pressure gradient (Fig. 4) . This model can be modified to account for the irregularity of BPMs by using data on tortuosity and pore size distribution (Yao and Santiago, 2003) . These assumptions overlook the deformation of pores due to hydrogel swelling (Zwieniecki et al., 2001) or electrostatic surface repulsion (van Doorn et al., 2011) . Nevertheless, electroviscosity will be present in nanometer channels regardless of their specific geometry, and we believe that these assumptions capture the dominant characteristics of this phenomenon.
In the following sections, we determine the electroviscosity-induced change in K as follows: we (1) derive the electric potential distribution [wðrÞ] and charge density distribution [r e ðrÞ], (2) determine the relationship between surface charge (q'') and zeta potential (z), (3) extract approximate values for the density of chargeable sites (G) from experimental data on plant derived materials, and (4) numerically solve for the electrokinetic matrix coefficients (Eqs. 4 and 5) to calculate K=K 0 . The parameters used are presented in Table II  (electrophoretic mobilities) and Table III (general parameters) .
We assume that (1) the electric field in both axial and azimuthal directions is small compared with the radial field, (2) the fluid properties are constant throughout the channel with the values for bulk liquid water (viscosity and permittivity), (3) the electrophoretic mobilities of the ions are constant and independent of the solution I c , and (4) the liquid is incompressible and the flow is in the Stokes (or creeping flow) regime.
Surface Charge and Electric Potential
Under standard electrokinetic assumptions, the electric field [wðrÞ] and charge distribution [r e ðrÞ] in the channel are related by the Poisson equation, which in one-dimensional cylindrical coordinates simplifies to:
The charge density at a specific location is given by summing over the concentration of ionic species [c i ðrÞ] and their valence (z i ),
where the ionic concentration is given by the Boltzmann distribution:
The charge density (Eq. 11) and the Boltzmann distribution (Eq. 12) together become:
The charge distribution (Eq. 13) is substituted into the Poisson equation (Eq. 10) to get the Poisson-Boltzmann (PB) equation, a differential equation that describes wðrÞ in the channel,
This equation is solved by enforcing charge neutrality in the bulk
and using two boundary conditions: (1) a wall potential
and (2) symmetry at the channel center
The PB equation (Eq. 14) is nonlinear and generally must be solved numerically. Here, this equation is first solved for wðrÞ using an analytical approximation, and this approximate solution is used as an initial guess to solve the PB equation (Eq. 14) numerically.
Analytical Approximation and Numerical Solution of wðrÞ
In a cylindrical channel with a monovalent electrolyte (z þ ¼ jz 2 j ¼ 1) and a small surface potential (jzj # 25 mV), the PB equation is approximated well by the Debye-Hückel approximation (Rice and Whitehead, 1965 where I 0 and I 1 are the 0 order and 1st order modified Bessel functions of the first kind, respectively. Using Equations 18 and 19 as an initial guess, the PB equation (Eq. 14) is solved for wðrÞ and its derivative w'ðrÞ using a numerical solver for boundary value problems, together with the two boundary conditions in Equations 16 and 17. The symmetry boundary condition is applied at an offset from 0 (e ¼ 10 216 ) to avoid division by zero errors. The numerical value of the boundary condition z is determined in the next section.
z Potential and Surface Charge
We proceed to determine z through both a chemical and an electrical balance between surface and solution in the channel. For the chemical balance, we adapt an analysis for the interaction between a silicon surface and a dilute electrolyte (Behrens and Grier, 2001 ) to represent the dissociation of charges and the surface potential in our model:
where k B ¼ 1:38 Ã 10 223 J K 21 is Boltzmann's constant, pK a is the surface dissociation constant, and C (F/m 2 ) is the Stern layer capacitance. Here, we use pK a ¼ 3:5 for a carboxylic acid and disregard the contribution of the capacitance of the Stern layer because it is negligible for carboxyl surface groups (Behrens and Grier, 2001 ). Another necessary relationship between z and q'' comes from electroneutrality: The net charge at the surface must be balanced by the net charge in the fluid. Per unit axial length of the channel wall, this relationship is
commonly known as the Grahame equation (Grahame, 1947) , where we substituted r e ðrÞ from Equation 10. Equations 20 and 21 together become
Equation 22 is solved using a numerical equation solver that takes an initial guess z 0 and, together with the method for numerical solution of wðrÞ and w'ðrÞ explained in the previous section, iteratively solves for z.
Determination of G from Experimental Measurements
To calculate z for a particular material and fluid combination, we first need to determine the material's density of chargeable sites per unit area (G). Because values of G for plant materials were not found in the literature, we derive approximate values for G from experimental measurements of z in the literature. For a particular material, we use a value of z measured at (1) an elevated pH, e.g. pH . pK a , and (2) at elevated I c , e.g. I c . 10 mM. Under condition (1), most of the surface chargeable sites are deprotonated, and the amount of surface charge is approximately
Under condition (2), z is small and the Debye-Hückel approximation applies. 
The value of G approximated this way allows us to determine z for any fluid properties, through the chemical and electrical equilibrium (Eq. 22) and the numerical solution of the PB equation (Eq. 14). We verified the accuracy of our derivation of G and numerical solutions by comparing the values we calculate for z against the data of z versus I c for sugar beet (Beta vulgaris) pectin (Nakauma et al., 2008 ; G ¼ G high ) and for cellulose (Bellmann et al., 2005 ; G ¼ G low ). We find good agreement between our predictions and the experimental data.
Electroviscosity in Nanochannels
This analysis of flow is based on an article by Bowen and Jenner (1995) , but without the assumption that the electrolyte is symmetrical. Here, the coupling coefficients for the electrokinetic matrix (Eqs. 4 and 5) are determined. The relative conductance can then be calculated from these coefficients (Eq. 9).
Once z is known, the total flow in the channel is determined through the Stokes equation: 
We integrate the velocity profile over the channel to get the flow per unit area:
Using the notation of the electrokinetic matrix (Eq. 4), this integral gives the coupling coefficients for flow
Next, the coupling coefficients for the electrical current are determined. The electrical current through a particular radial location is the sum of the current convected by the flow (first term) and the current conducted by the electric field (second term)
iðrÞ ¼ uðrÞr e ðrÞ þ ð2DV=LÞsðrÞ ð 32Þ
where the electrical conductance is given by the density of ions, their mobility, and their valence
We substitute Equation 12 in the previous equation to get
Equations 32 and 33 show that the current at a specific location depends on the density of charge (r e and c i z i ) and the driving force (u and DVFm). The electrical current is integrated over the channel cross section to find the average current per unit area The numerical values of coupling coefficients were calculated by numerically integrating the expressions presented here, where the previously discussed numerical solution for wðrÞ was used. Our calculations of electroviscosity were compared against the numerical solution proposed by Bowen and Jenner (1995) , and good agreement was found. The MATLAB code used to calculate all the properties presented is available upon request from the authors.
